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ABSTRACT
Purpose:
To evaluate if measured distances between intra-prostatic gold fiducial markers (GFM) were comparable between synthetic computed tomography (sCT)-, computed tomography (CT)- and cone beam CT (CBCT) images.

Methods:
Ten patients from a prostate magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-only radiotherapy treatment workflow was selected for investigation. CT was acquired for the purpose of dose verification. The sCT was created using MRi-Planner (Spectronic). The center of mass (CoM) for three intra-prostatic GFM in each patient was manually determined in T2-weighted MRI-images, transferred to the corresponding sCT-images and represented by a round 4 mm diameter fiducial. Fiducial CoM in CT, sCT and CBCT was automatically determined in an in-house software. For each patient and for all image modalities, the distances between the GFM was calculated. The difference in inter-fiducial distances was calculated between sCT vs. CT, CBCT vs. CT, and in sCT vs. CBCT. The 2D projected inter-fiducial distances in frontal and lateral treatment setup X-ray images for 39 treatment fractions per patient was calculated for nine patients with similar image analysis methods. The daily variation of inter-fiducial distances was calculated by subtracting the mean inter-fiducial distance from the measured inter-fiducial distance for each patient.
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**Results:**
The mean inter-fiducial total distance difference was for the modality comparisons sCT vs. CT, CBCT vs. CT, sCT vs. CBCT found to be: 0.2±1.5 [-2.7 3.9], -0.3±0.9 [-2.0 1.2], and 0.2±1.6 [-3.8 4.0]. The mean day to day variation in inter-fiducial distances for the frontal and lateral setup images was determined to be 0.0±0.5 [-1.5 2.5] and 0.0±0.6 [-1.5 2.4].

**Conclusion:**
With respect to the maximum daily variation, measurements of inter-fiducial distances between CT and CBCT were similar. Comparison with sCT yielded larger deviations than the daily variation. We assume that the manual GFM identification is hampered by the limited spatial resolution of the MRI-image.